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Abstract. Under Sitakeboge’s Stress reaction and equilibrium recovery theory to Social distribution 
equilibrium failure, this paper proposes a  host load balancing control model to each node based on 
Sitakeboge model under cloud computing. Based on CloudSim simulation software to Job 
scheduling algorithm under Sitakeboge model and Min-Min algorithm, the result approves the first 
algorithm is more Effectively guarantee the node load balancing than the next. 

Introduction 
      The load balance and computing optimization closely contacts with job scheduling in cloud 
computing[1-9].  The purpose of job scheduling is realize the optimal matching of tasks and 
resources, to deliver different jobs to the corresponding nodes under the most reasonable way. For 
the speed, host load and network communication time are dynamic, the job scheduling is a NP-
complete problems. 
       Existing job scheduling algorithms appear highly targeted, such as the minimum consumption 
time leads the strong computing resources is been accessed frequently, while weak ones will be idle, 
which lead to the  utilization rate of resource  decline, overload and other issues. 
      In cloud computing, there are two different load balances, like figure 1, the first load exist 
virtual machine layer, which is responsible for execution task, the second appears physics layer, 
provide resource. There is  one chain load relationship between them. Therefore, the load balance 
control appear new characteristic under cloud computing, it needs new technologies and algorithms.  
 

 
 

Fig 1. Cloud Computing Load 
      Sitakeboge et al., proposed a balance theory on a basic state of the structure, include the balance 
failure happen, reflect to it, and balance recovery strategy[10,12]. When the elements of state 
structure inconsistent with their expectation, the balance failure happen. The state structure appears 
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tight constraint, which guide to opposition direction. It is also instructive to the load balance control 
in cloud computing system, provide an idea to the load automatic adjustment mechanism.     

Method 
Definition 
In order to introduce Sitakeboge’s balance theory to cloud computing modeling, we firstly 

define some concepts.  
Define 1. Related Element: Let  𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥={𝐿𝐿1𝑥𝑥 , … 𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥} means an evaluable status set to a group of 

load characterize  𝐿𝐿 = {𝐿𝐿1𝑥𝑥, … 𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥} , it be used to describe the current load status; 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛 =
{𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺1𝑥𝑥 , … ,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥}  is a an evaluable status set to a group load capacity target entity set 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 =
{𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺1, …𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛}, which descript machine load capacity. A member of 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛) map to one of  
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛) ,both are Related Elements. 

Define 2. Load Status Structure(LSS): it is made of 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥 and corresponding 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥. 
Define 3.Balance(B): Only if two elements of load status structure have consistent evaluation, 

they are  balance. 
Define 4. Balance Load Status Structure(BLSS): Only if all of load status structure have 

consistent evaluation, status structure is balance. 
Define 5. Stability: Only if load status structure is balance, it is stability   
Define 6. Tension: a factor to depict machine load, give a   threshold, if load over it, the 

machine stand on unbalance status, LSS generate tightness signal and pressure, it encourage to 
adjust load status structure, it tend to stability structure.    

Define 7. Path: if LSS is unbalanced, it generate pressure, go along the balance direction, the 
rule of change called path. 

Stress Reaction to Balance Failure     
The load status relate to current load and next load change under LSS. According to Sitakeboge 

theory, the change process abstract as a Markov chain. Let  Lour be current load status, it is 
                            Lour = ∑ Lixn

i=1 , (i = 1, … , n)                                          (1) 
 
 Lix is next load under a load status of performance 
                         Lnext = Lour + Lnexaddt − Lnextfinished                              (2) 
  
The system comprehensive load capacity is 
 
                            Lw = ∑ GOix

n
i=1 , (i = 1, … , n)                                          (3) 

 
According to the definition to balance, for i = 1, … , n, LSS is balance if and only if Lour < Lw 

and Lix < GOix. For each i = 1, … , n, if Lix > GOix, If LSS is balance failure , one or more overload 
nodes  appears in cloud computing system. If they stay in the first layer load, it leads chain effect. If 
it  exists in the second layer load, the load failure happen. Therefore, the balance control used in 
cloud computing system. 

Let  Load Balance(LB) be 
                             LB = Lix

GOix
, (i = 1, … , n; 0 ≤ LB ≤ 1)                               (4) 

When LB ≥ 1, for each i = 1, … , n, if Lix ≥ GOx and LSS generate tightness signal, the load be 
transfer under path choice rules, LSS progress toward the balance director. 

Balance Recovery Strategy     
Balance Recovery Strategy means the path choice rules to load transfer when balance failure 

exists. According to Sitakeboge theory, it set up Markov chain to load transfer.  
When the balance failure exists in following time, it means bore load ( Lnextadd  ) over the 

limitation of node, the load transfer is followed. For Lnextadd has Markov property, it sets up a 
Markov chain to transfer. 
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Where, Lnextadd  assign to the i-th node  (i = 1, … , m) , m is host  or virtual node, pij  is the 
probability to transfer from the i-th node to j-th at the next moment, the transfer probability matrix 
is following: 

                                          pij = �
p00 … pom
… … …

pm0 … pmm
�                                             (5) 

Sitakeboge et al. propose an parameter estimation solution, it also be applied in cloud 
computing. Each mode maintains a load balance factor----Tightness, the nodes be order as inverted 
sequence according to Tightness. If a node has a light tightness, it be transfer under a heavy 
probability. The transfer probability matrix in this analogy.      

The following is to calculate the probability: 
Let the current tightness of node Tj  equates the current load balance degree, in other word, 

Tj = LBj, (0 ≤ j ≤ n), LBj(0 ≤ LBj ≤ 1) , to calculate Pj, the system divide Tj of all nodes, except 
unbalance load nodes, Pi = 1/Tj  ,it is followed by normalized and map to between 0 and 1. The 
normalized formula is following 

                            Pj′ = (curPj − minPj)/(maxPj − minPj)                              (6) 
Where, Pj′ is the new transfer probability from i-th node to j-th node, Eq.5 determined using  Pj′. 

The load transfer path be decided under it. 

Result and Analysis  
 Min-Min [13] is a widely used algorithm in task scheduling. There are many algorithms based 

on it. According to load balance coefficient, to choice suitable scheduling strategy, its performance 
be approved by theory analyze and experiment results. The Makespa of task scheduling is smaller. 
In here, we compare the new algorithm----cloud resource scheduling algorithm (BMB) based on   
stress reaction of balance failure and balance recovery theory with Min-Min algorithm.         

Experiment Environment 
In here, we test algorithms on CloudSin[14]. It published by Grid Laboratory of Melbourne 

University, Australia, and Gridbus project group used to cloud computing simulation. The main 
goal is to quantity and compare the performance of strategy of scheduling and allocation to different 
application and service model on cloud computing infrastructure, in order to control the use of 
cloud computing resource. Using CloudSim, the researchers and developers only focus the abstract 
algorithms, strategy and protocol, do not need to think of infrastructure and service and so on.  

Experiment Design 
In testes, every tasks are  assumed to be independent, one cloud user submit 20  
tasks, they be scheduled to five resources. A continue ETC(excepted Time to Compute) matrix 

be randomly generated. We take 10  simulations and use the average of them to analyse and 
compare the performance of algorithms. Table 1 simulates five different characteristic, performance 
and configure cloud computing resources.              

Table1. Experiment resource configure 
Cloudlet ID MIPS   ProcessingCost VMBandWith CPUs  Memory 
1 400 470 3000 2 1024 
2 300 710 1000 2 1024 
3 340 830 3000 2 1024 
4 250 1500 1000 2 1024 
5 500 2000 1200 4 2048 

Experiment Result 
     The paper mainly analyses the  equilibrium of system resource load and task scheduling length 
under scheduling algorithms. The figure 2 notes the comparison of different algorithms (BMB and 
Min-Min) on system resource load balance coefficient. Before task scheduling, each resource is 
free, that is to say, the initial load balance coefficient is 1. In figure 2, the load balance coefficient 
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still equals 0 after 11 tasks delivered under Min-Min scheduling strategy. It contains there is at least 
a free resource in system. Furthermore, the load balance coefficient of  Min-Min less than that of 
BMB after scheduling. It means BMB algorithm lead the system load balance to a better status.            

 
Fig. 2 The comparing of load balance coefficient 

Conclusion 
The paper proposes a stress reaction scheme and balance recovery strategy under  Sitakeboge et 

al.’s theory on stress reaction of balance failure and balance recovery, also provides modeling and 
parameter computing scheme in cloud computing. On the basis, to complete a cloud computing 
resource schedule algorithm and simulation results approve the new algorithm is better than the 
Min-Min on balance load.  
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